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438 Principles of ChemicalEquilibrium [141%2I

and assuming that a, the entropy in a. particular con■guration, is
independentof the degreeof coverage,weobtain

£9
_

(a—3°) 0
—kln———. (14-30)am L 1—0

This is the differential entropy of adsorption per molecule, and the
correspondingvalue per mole is obtained by multiplying by L.
This will be denoted AS,

6
AS=s—so—R1n— (14-31)T1—6.

Let AH be the correspondingdi■'erentialmolarheatof adsorption.1
(and, according to the previous assumptions, this is independent of 6
and also independent of gas pressure, if the gas is perfect). Let ,u be
the chemical potential of the adsorbed layer and let p" be the chemical 1
potential of the gas at unit pressure. Then the differential Gibbs free '
energy of adsorption, relative to the gas at unit pressure, is

)u—/.L°= A■— T Ag

=AH-T(3—s°)+RTln—+8—~ (14-32)11—19.

This di■'erence,p,-—p”, is not necessarily zero becauseunit pressure 2
may not give rise to a state of equilibrium at the particular coverage6.
Let 333be the actual gas pressure which does give rise to this state of '3
equilibrium and let Jugsbe the corresponding chemical potential of
the gas.Then the condition of equilibrium is

F =lu■a’

or, supposing that the gas is perfect,

p=n°+RTlnp3. (14.33)'
Eliminatingp andp.“between(14-32)and(14-33)andrearranging‘
we ■nallyobtain 6 AH 3_ 30

P■mexp(R—T‘T) ”t3.“
6

This may be written bp9=l—:B, (14-35)

AH 3—30
,where b=exp

(-—
■’ +

T)
.

(14-36)

If AI? and s are both independent of 6, as we have assumed, then f

b is a constant and (14-35) is the same as the well-known Langmuir
isotherm. However, it is evident that this constancycan hold only
under very restrictive conditions, in particular that there are a
de■nite number of ‘ sites ’ and that the state of the adsorbed molecules
is the sameonall of the sitesandhowevermanyof them areoccupied.
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CHAPTER 15

S.CHEMICALEQUILIBRIUMIN RELATION
TO CHEMICAL KINETICS

15-1. Introduction

To many of the early Greek philosophers it seemedthat only those
things which are changelesscould he made the subject of scienti■c

: . study. How, they asked, is it possible to have any knowledge about
something which is in processof becoming something else? The very

; notion of change seems unreal, for how can one thing cease to exist
and become another?

This problem continuesto give trouble, although in a lessacute
form, and the atomic theory provided What is at least a.partial answer.
According to this theory the occurrenceof a natural processis re-
gardedasbeingsimply a changein the mutual positionsof the atomic

'2 particles. The latter are thought of as being entities Which are per—
manentandchangeless,andit is this postulatewhichmakesit possible
to put forward an ideaof change,i.e. in terms of changesof pattern,

1; which is at least comprehensible.
The modem theory of rates is therefore based, in the ■rst place, on

the particular types of particles which may be assumedto remain
unchanged in the process which is under discussion, e.g. the atoms
in chemicalreactions. However, this way of looking at things serves
only to diminish the dif■cultiesand not to eliminate them. There is
no theory of rates which stands, soto speak,on its own feet; all existing

‘ theories depend, in one form or another, on ideas carried over from

the study of matter at equilibrium, which is to sayin an unchanging
‘. condition.

It is very dif■cult to think of the temporal duration of a natural
' processasa kind of completeentity. Instead, it is usually pictured as
i asequenceof instantaneousstateswhich arespreadout alonga time
‘ co-ordinate. Each state consists of molecules, free radicals, etc.,

_
whose numbers change but whose properties are supposed to remain

'_ the same as if they were actually at equilibrium. In short, the fact
that there is a reaction taking place is assumed not to cause any

f alteration in the equilibrium properties of the various entities—
only of their numbers. But even in the latter respect it is often neces-

‘. saryto take over further conceptionsfrom the theory of equilibrium,
j as will be discussed in §15-7 in connexion with the transition state

.‘
theory.
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440 Principles of ChemicalEquilibrium [15-2

15-2. Kinetic species

In a footnote to §4-16 it was remarked that the number of chemical
equations which is suf■cient to represent the stoichiometry a1.“ the

‘equilibrium of a. reaction may not be suf■cient to represent its
,kinetics. For example, in the combination of hydrogen and oxygen

the equation 2H2+ 02= 2H20

represents the stoichiometry to a very high accuracy, but an under-
standing of the kinetics involves the writing of equations containing

‘
OH and other transient species.

Any chemical reaction is a rearrangement in the pattern of the ‘

atomic nuclei relative to eachother, and in this processthe distance
between the various atoms changesover a continuous range. However, ‘
at any moment, the vast majority of the atoms which are present in
the system are preSent as one or another of a.small number of distinct
chemical species, e.g. H2, 02, OH, H20, etc, and it is for this reason ‘that the mechanism of reactions may be interpreted in terms of a.
■nite (and usually quite small) number of species,and not an in■nite 4
number. For example, a pair of H and O atoms at a separation of,
say, 1 cm, does not constitute a chemical substance in this sense, and

its ‘life ’ is far too minute for an observationof its properties.
The chemical species which are used in kinetics are therefore the

more or less stable arrangements of atomic nuclei, each characterized
in its groundstateby a.certaingeometricalcon■guration,aboutwhich
it vibrates. One species is distinct from another (which may be
composed of precisely the same atoms, as in isomerism) if they are
separated by a barrier large compared to kT.

Of course each con■guration will comprise a great many quantum
statesof rotation, etc.,which ‘ belong’ to the particular groundstate,
and in principle eachof thesequantum statesmight be regardedas
a distinct species. Let [OH'], [OH'], etc., be the concentrations of
0H radicals in the various quantum states and let [A'], [A'] be the
concentrations of some other molecule in its quantum states. Then
the total reaction rate between 0H and A might be written in the form

MOH'][A']+MOW][A']+ ....
where k1, k2, etc., are velocity constants. Now all quantum states I
between Which the energy separation is small compared to kT may
be expected to remain in approximate equilibrium With each other.
Thus [OH’] = K ”[OH’], [0H"]= K"[0H’], etc. Using these relations,
it is easilyshownthat the aboveexpressionreducesto the form

HOH][A],
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where [OH] and [A] are the total concentrations of OH and A in all
quantum states between which there is approximate equilibrium.

_
This last expression is the type which is normally used in chemical
kinetics.

In short, the chemicalspecieswhoseconcentrationsappearin the
usual kinetic expressions comprise all quantum states in approximate

-' equilibrium and which ‘ belong ’ to a particular con■guration or ground
' state. These species are normally separated by quite high barriers,
: thereby causing slow interconversion through the improbable
_-intermediatestates.

15-3. Variables determining reaction rate
The question needsto be considered Whether the rate of a.reaction is

primarily determined by the volume concentration of each reacting
species,or by somealternative variable such as its mole fraction,
chemicalpotential or thermodynamicactivity.

In simple reactions involving perfect, or almost perfect, gases it
is found from ex'periment that it is the volume concentration which is
the signi■cantvariable. Consider a. reaction of this type Whose
stoichiometry is aA + .53: c0,
where a, b and c are stoichiometric coef■cients. Let nu, etc., be the
amounts (mole) of the three species at any instant in the reaction
system (or in any chosen element of ■xed mas), and let V be the
volumeat the given moment. The rate of increasein the amount of
C is dnc/dt, and the rate of formation of 0 per unit volume is‘f'

l dam6

"17Ti?‘
In simple reactions of the type under discussionit is often found
experimentallythat this rate is proportional to smallintegral powers:
of the concentrationsof the reactingspecies.Thus

I dun

T73
where k is independent of the concentrations and a and ■‘are small
integers,not necessarilyequalto a and b in the stoichiometriceque-

=h(na/V)“(WV)”,

1' It is desirable that what shall be called the reaction rate shall be the same
for all substances taking part in the reaction. This is obtained by dividing
by the corresponding stoichiometric coef■cient. Thus reaction rate is given by

a
—1d_nu55-10111!

=6
Adi:

=
d_E

dz dz d:
where 5 is the extent of reaction and the stoichiometrie coef■cients are taken

as negative for substances on the left-hsnd side of the chemical equation.

d3.The corresponding reaction rate per unit. volume is V 4a

3 Simple fractional powers such as i also occur. l
\:
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442 Principles of ChemicalEquilibrium [15-4 l'-

tion. onand [5’de■ne the order of the reaction; thus if a = l the reaction '

is said to be ■rstorderwith respectto substanceA.
The above equation méy also be written

1 dnc
—=k[A]¢[316, (15-1)'?dc

where [A] and [B] denote the concentrations. If the chosensystem is I.

one in which V, the volume of a ■xed mass, is also constant, then the v,
left-hand side of (15-1) can be written

ldnc_d(nc/V) _d[0]

V5 _ dt d: ’
where [0] is the concentration of 0. Thus

d—[sq■w[313. (15-3)*
but this equation is only applicableif V is constantf

The fact that it is the volume concentrations which determine the }

rate of a simple gaseousreaction (and not, for example, the mole
fractions)receivesa.simpleinterpretation assoonasit is assumedthat
reaction takes place at the collision of the reacting molecules. Accord-

ing to kinetic theory the number of collisions, per unit time and
volume, of the molecules A and B is proportional to the product
[A][B] of their concentrations. These considerations are very ‘

familiar and neednot be elaborated. For the present it is suf■cient
to emphasize that the customary use of volume concentrations in

kinetics, including the kinetics of liquids, has its origin (a) in the
experimental results obtained from gas reactions: and (b) in the
support obtained from the kinetic theory of gases.However, this
question will be referred to again in §15-5.

15-4. Forward and backward processes

In a number of reactions the point of equilibrium is not displaced
predominantly in one direetion or the other, end in such instances it
is often found experimentally that the observedreaction rate may be

1' This is important in connexion with the kinetics of ■ow systems. See,for
example, Denbigh and Turner, Chemical Reactor Theory, 2nd ed. (Cambridge,

1971).
I See. for example, the work of Kistiakowsky (J

.
Amer. Chem. Soc. 50

(1928), 2315) on the decomposition of hydrogen iodide vapour. In a series of
fourteen experiments in which the initial concentration varied between 0-02
and 0.47 meldm ‘3, the velocity ‘constant’ was actually constant, Le. the

rate was proportional to the square of the volume concentration. This was
no longer the case at high concentrations. probably due to the appreciable
frsction of the total volume occupied by the molecules themselves.

(15-2)

15-4] ChemicalEquilibrium and ChemicalKinetics 4.4.3

expressedgsa di■crenceof two terms, one of which contains only the
concentrationsof the reactantsand the other only the concentrations
of the products. For example, in the decomposition of hydrogen
iodide vapour, 2HI = H2+ 1,,
Kistiakowsky’s results show that the rate may be expressed in the
form

—d[HI]

dt =k[HI]’—k'[Ha][Ia].
with constant values of loand 76'.

Now there is no speci■cally thermodynamic reason Why the
measuredreaction rate must be expressibleas a di■'erenceof two
terms‘fuall that thermodynamics requires is that the rate shall be
positive in the direction of free-energy decrease and shell reduce to

zeroat thermodynamicequilibrium. The existenceof the two terms
must thereforebegiven an interpretation Whichis kinetic,and it has
becomecustomary to regard the observed reaction rate as being equal
to the difference of the rates in the forward and backward directions,
theseprocessestaking placesimultaneouslyat the molecular level.
This interpretation is entirely in harmony with a collisional picture
of the mechanism; at the same time there is clearly an element of

conventionin identifying the two terms with the forward and back—
ward rates. For given valuesof the concentrationsit is only the net
rate which can be measured, and the intrinsic forward and backward

rateshavemeaningonly by interpretation.
At equilibrium the aboveexpressionreducesto

kLHIP—k'lHal[Is]=0,
[H2][121_k

[H119-—h"

The left-hand side of this equation has the correct form of the equi-
librium constant expressed in terms of concentrations as in equation
(4-34). Bodensteini con■rmed by experiment that the ratio k/Ic' of
the experimental velocity constants is equal to the measured equi-
librium constant. It follows that the thermodynamic conditions
mentionedaboveareentirely satis■edin this example.

01'

1' Consider the perfect gas reaction aA +bB =60. The themodynamie
conditions would be satis■edif the rate of reaction were expressible in the form

dIC'L { [Cl°_}“

dt ‘ “‘[A]?[31°’
where K3 is the equilibrium constant and 8 is a function of the concentrations
and temperature having a positive value. Except for the case n: l, the
equation does not express the rate as a difference of two terms.

t Bodenstein, Z. Phys. Chem.29 (1899), 295.
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H

15.5] ChemicalEquilibriumandChemicalKinetics 4,45
' Substituting from (15-4) and (15-7) in this relation we obtain

[A]‘°="“’[BJH[01tv'-w=f{[A1-a[31-h{01“}.This equality will be satis■edfor all possiblevaluesof [A], etc., if
the function in questionis a powerfunction,

[A1ia'-a:l[B]m'~m[0](v'-r)= {[A]-0 [B]-* [C]=}", (15-8)
and if (06—50,(■’—■) and (7' —-y) are each the same multiple of the
respective stoichiometric coef■cients -—a, —b and c. Thus

(a'*d)_(■'—■)_(Y'—7)_
—a — —b _ c _

15-5. Thermodynamic restrictions on the form of the kinetic
equations’r

The restrictions on the permissibleform of the kinetic equations
are rather lessstringent than is often supposed.The matter canbest
be discussed by considering a speci■c reaction Whose stelchlometry
is expressedby aA + b8: 60.

Case (a). Single reaction in a perfect gas mixture. In this
instance the equilibrium constant, expressed in terms of concentra-
tlons, lS [Ola

=[14]“[15’]b
Let it be supposedthat, under conditions wherethe quantity of G
in the system is very small, the measured velocity has been found to
be expressible in the form

¥=kmr[Ema]? (15-5)
(wherey is commonlyzeroand a and [3’are commonlyunity): If we
seekto expressthe velocity over the whole rangeof compositlonby
adding to the above only a,single extra,term, chosen as a product of

1:. (15-9)
Kc. (15-4)

The power n can have any positive value, including fractions, but
negative powers must be excluded because it can be readily shown
that this would imply a.positive reactionrate in the direction of free—
energyincrease.

In short, if :1,■ and 31have beendetermined experimentally, asin equation (15-5), the expression for the backward reaction will be
consistent with thermodynamics if a’, [5"and 'y' are chosen to comply
with equation (15-9). The corresponding relation between the
velocity constantsand the equilibrium constantis

powersof the concentrations, this term will have a somewhatlre- Ic/k'=K;‘. (15.10)
striated form. Let this term, representingthe ‘hackward’ velomty, Suppose,for example,the reaction is
bedemd k’[A]“'[31F[01%. ' A+ia=aThe proposedcompleteexpressionfor the rate is therefore

%
=k[A]a[B}6[C]1—k'[A1“'[3]” [0173 (15-5)

Therefore at equilibrium

[Arr[B]![013'=5
[Av[Br[01vk"

where [A], etc., now denote any set of concentrations, in■nite in

number, at Which there is equilibrium. Now Isand Ic’, and therefore

alsothe ratio k/Ic’,are independentof compositionand are functions
only of the temperature. According to thermodynamics,the eqm-

>librium constant K
c

is also a function only of temperature. Therefore
‘the ratio k/k' is a.function of Kc, '

k/k'=f(Kc)-
1' See also Manes, Hofer end W'eller, J. Chem. Phys. 18 (1950), 1355: ‘

Hollingsworth. J. Chem. Phys. 20 (£952), 921. 1649; Blum and Luue, Chem. ‘
Eng. Sci. 19(1964), 322.

;
so that a: 1, b=§, c: 1. If it has been established for the forward

‘
reaction that a=1, 16:1, y=0, then from (15-9) it is readily shown

; ' that permissibleexpressionsfor the backwardreactionrate are
HA]!r [31*[01%,
WET}[0],

’
lc’[A]—1[0]2, etc

‘ corresponding to n: g, l, 2, etcxf'

(15a)
'1

Case(b). Single reaction in a solution. The discussionabove
was based, in the ■rst place, on the fact that reaction rates in perfect

»gasesareusually found to beproportional to the volume concentra-
.

tions, or to their powers, and secondly on the necessity that the rate

; shall be positive in the direction of free-energydecreaseand shall
‘: reduceto zeroat equilibrium.

. T For a practical application of this procedure see Denbigh and Prince,

_
J. Chem. Soc. (1947). p. 790.
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15-5] ChemicalEquilibrium andChemicalKinetics 447
Becausethe equilibrium eonstantmust beexpressedin forms such

as the above,throughout the period from 1915to 1930there wasa.

446 Principles of ChemicalEquilibrium [15-5:

The ■rst of these points has beenvery decisive in creating the
generally accepted ideas on chemical kinetics. Consider, for example,

‘the reaction strong schoolof thought holding the view that reaction rate mustaA +bB=cO. also be primarily dependent on activities (Le. the products of con-
Thesecondconditionalonecouldbemetby expressingtherateas centrationsWiththeir appropriateactivity coef■cients),ratherthan

d 0
on the concentretions themselves. Accordmg' to this view the rate of73?]:

Walla+51%—c,uc), (1541) .
the abovereactionshouldbeexpressiblein a.form suchas

d
where 0 is any function of the concentrations which is positive and A

g:
k[A]“yi[B]‘ y‘i:—k'[0]7‘ 313', (15-14)

the .1135are the chemical potentials. It is evident that the right-hand I
sideof this expressionis positive when there is reaction from left to ‘
right end it reduces to zero at equilibrium. However, it does not
express the rate as proportional to the volume concentrationssl'

When weturn from dilute gasesto solutionsthe situation is much 3
more complicated. The rates of reactions in solution, especially those :
involving ions, are no longer accurately proportional to the volume

‘ .concentrations, or to their simple powers. In other words, if the
experimean results are constrainedinto the form of an expression
such as equation (15-6),the velocity ‘eonstsnts’ turn out to be no

_longer quite constant, but vary somewhat with the concentrations '
and they depend, in particular, on the ionic strength.

.Now the equilibrium constants of reactions in solution may be
‘

where k and k’ depend only on temperature and a, ■ and y’, are
small powers,usually integers. When this equation is consideredin
relationto the equilibrium constant,(15-13),the sameresultsaswere
obtained in the discussion of case (a) above may be readily derived,
in particular k■c'=K”.

0n the other hand, there was a. lack of clear evidence that an
expressionsuch.as (15-14)adequately accountedfor the observed
velocities'l' In order to meet this situation it was pointed out that an
equation of the form of (15-14) is unnecessarily restrictive, and the
thermodynamicconditionscanbesatis■edequally well if eachterm

‘ ohthe right-hand sideis multiplied by the samefactor )8,which may
.’ itself be a function of the concentrations.At equilibrium this factor
‘ cancelsand we obtainexpressedin terms of the products of molalities (or volume concen- Ic/lc’: Kn, (15.15)

trations) togetherwith the appropriateactivity coef■cients,asshown asbefore.
in equation (10-7).Considerthe reaction For example,if the reaction is

aA+bB=cC. 1A+B=20,
The equilibrium constant is complete consistencywith thermodynamics would be obtained if

(mayo): the rate were expressible in the form

WFK’ ”5'1” am" A BB ' W=klA1IBJywn■—k’[01'yt■.(15-16)wherethe m’s aremolslities. Alternatively -
0]” where)9dependson the concentrations.A well-knownphysicalinter-r[—ay%

= , (15.13)
, - pretation of )9, due to Bronsted, is that it is the reciprocal of the

[14]“314[B] 313 - ‘ activity coe■icientof an intermediatecomplex.This point will be
referredto againin connexionwith the transition state theory.

‘ The treatment of kinetics in solution on the basisof equationsof
- the type of (15-16)hasled to generallysatisfactoryresults: Roughly

where [A], etc., denote volume concentrations and the y’s are "
appropriate activity coef■cients (equation (9-21)).

1‘ 0n the other hand, if the reaction is su■ciently close to equilibrium for
the condition |a,u,+b,ub—-c,u,|g RT to be satis■ed, it can be shown that
(15-11) is equivalent to (15-6). This turns on the expansion of the logarithmic

‘term in the equation which relates chemical potentials to concentrations in an
ideal system. For further discussion seePrigogine. Outer and Herbo, J . Phys.

,Chem.52 (1948). 321; Manes. Hofer end Weller, J. Chem.Phys. 18 (1950), 1355: a
Denbigh, Trans. Faraday Soc.4-8(1952). 389.

1‘ See. for example, R. P. Bell. Acid-Bau Catalysis (Oxford. 1949); Balkan.
J. Chem. Soc. (1930). p. 116. For new evidence see Eckert and Boudnrt, Chem.
Eng. Sci. 18 (1963), 144; Mason. (bid. 20 (1965). 1143.

I For detailed discussion seeR. P. Bell, Act'd-BaseCatalysis (Oxford, 1949).
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speakingthe collisionprocessesin solution may beregardedasbeing
largely determined by the volume concentrations, but the forces

between the moleculesmake it necessaryto introduce additional
factors such as the activity coef■cients and the parameter ■.

Case (4:). More than one reaction. In the more general case
wherethere may be severalreactionsin the systemthe restrictions
due to pure thermodynamicsareevenlessstringent than in the case
of a.single reaction. In particular, the supposition that every reaction

must balanceindividually is not a consequenceof thermodynamics.
It owes its justi■cation instead to the principle of microscopic reversi-
bility, which was expressed by Tolman in the following form:
‘
. .

.under equilibrium conditions, any molecular process and the

reverse of that process Will be taking place on the average at the

same rate. . .
.’

This point hasbeendiscussedin somedetail by Onseger.1'Consider
three substances A, B and C (for example, three isomers) which are
mutually intereonvertible accordingto the scheme

: Be/? k/
A

Jk:
A k;

X;
k;cAt equilibrium the chemicalpotentials areequal,

”a = 1“!)= #6 »

and, if the systemis a perfect gasmixture, the equilibrium constants
can be expressedas

A [B] [C]%=K1, [—Cj=Kz, m=K3.

Let it be supposed that the velocities of the three reactions are
expressibleas■rst-orderterms.Then at equilibrium wehavefrom the

kiwi“ (Ices)[A1=k;[31+k3[01,
(k2+16;)[B]=HO] +MA].

(mice[0]=k;[A1+k2[B]-
By manipulation of these three equations we obtain

[:fl_]_k3kz+k3k{+kik;

[B] _Ic§k;+k3k1+k1ké’

1' Onsager. Phys. Rev. 37 (1931), 405. A fairly detailed discussion is also

given by Denbigh, Thmwdyhamics of the Steady State (London, Methuen,

l951t

(15-17)

U548)

usm)
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and similar expressions for [31/[0] and [C],’[A]. When these are
compared with (15-17) it is evident that all of the conditions required
by thermodynamics can be satis■edwithout any necessityfor the
relations ; .r .h_K h_K h_K

k1 — 1’ k2 — 2, k3 _ 3'

In fact, in order to obtain these relations it is necessary to use the
principle of microscopic reversibility which requires that each in-
dividual reaction, when there is equilibrium in the system, shall be
balanced in the forward and backward directions. That is to say

k1[A]=HE], 16233}=1-730]:MC]=105111],

05m)

and When these are combined with the thermodynamic equations
(15-17)weobtain the relations (15-20).

15-b.
The temperature coefficient in relation to thermodynamic

quantities

To speak of the temperature coef■cientof the reaction rate is
already to assumethat the notion of temperature has a clear meaning,
but this is strictly true only for systemsWhichareat equilibrium. In
the caseof a reaction, if it is not too fast, this dif■culty seemsnot to
bevery formidable. On accountof the high frequencyof the ordinary
molecular collisions, as compared to those leading to reaction, the

distribution of the energy of the system between translational,
rotational and vibrational states probably remains very close to the
equilibrium distribution, despite the fact that the total energy of the
systemmaybein processof change.In brief thereisasinglestatistical
parameter T which determines a condition of approximate equi-
librium between the translational, rotational and vibrational states.
(However, under extreme conditions, perhaps in ■ames, it may be
that eachof theseforms of energymust bespeci■edby a.somewhat
di■'erenttemperature.)

Leaving asidethis question,if the logarithm of a.measuredvelocity
constant is plotted against the reciprocal of the absolute temperature,
it is usually found that the points fall very nearly on a straight line
having a negative gradient. At any temperature T the gradient is
used for the purpose of de■ning the Arrhenius activation energy Ea
by the relation

dmk_ Ea
mri-
dmk E,m 7■r=■■, ash
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speci■edby 311.co-ordinates.However, the translation and rotation
of the centre of mass are irrelevant asfar asreaction is concerned, and
therefore,for the presentpurpose,it is suf■cientto useonly the 3n—6
co-ordinatesrequired to describethe positionsof the nuclei relative
to eachother. The potential energyof the systemcould thereforebe
represented as a.surfaee‘f' in a.3n—5-dimensional-spece.

The surface can be visualized at all easily only in the simplest
instances. As an example consider the reaction

XY+Z=X+YZ,
involving the free atom Z and the diatomic molecule X Y. If it is
assumed for simplicity that the reaction only occurs when Z
approachestowards Y alongthe line of centreaof the X Y molecule,
the potential energy can be represented in three-dimensionel space
asa.function of the X- Y and Y-Z distances.Onthe potential energysurface there will be two deep velleysi which occur at short X-Y
and Y—Zdistances and correspond to the stable X Y and Y2 molecules.
Surrounding these valleys are high mountain ranges but between
them there is a.pass or col, which is of much higher potential energy
than the bottom of the valleys, but lower than that of the ranges.It is assumedthat this is the ‘path ’ of the reaction.

Thus. as Z comes near to X Y the potential energy of the trio rises
on accountof the repulsiveforcesbetweenthe electronicenvelopes.
Y gradually stretches away from X until it is somewhere about mid-

450 Principles of ChemicalEquilibrium [15-7

and, of course, if the gradient is constant Ea is cmistant. For the

reverse reaction, whose velocity constant is k', the corresponding
activation energy E; is given by

dlnk'__ E;
dT _RT2'

Consider a reaction in a.perfect gas mixture. As shown previously
the following relation is compatible with thermodynamics:

lc/k'= K3,

where Kc is the equilibrium constant expressedin terms of eohcentra-
tions and n is a.small positive integer or its reciprocal. Tskmg log-
arithms and di■'erentiating with respect to temperature

dink dlnk’_ndanc

dT _ dT _ dT '
Therefore by substituting from (15-21), (15-22) and also (4-37) we

“min Ea—E;=nAU, (1523)
whereAU is the increasein internal energyfrom left to right of the
reaction. The difference of the two kinetic quantities 156',Iand El: 1s
thus equal to a thermodynamic quantity.

0n the other hand, if partial pressureshad beenusedin placeof
concentrationsfor the purposeof de■ningthe velocity constantswe

(15-22)

shouldhave obtained ’ n (1524) way betweenX andZ.The systemX YZ is then onthe top of the passk/k =K,
or col and is said to be in the transition state. Finally, the atom X

and E■—E;=nAH. (15'25) breaksaway, leaving the new moleculeYZ and the co-ordinetesof
the systemsimultaneouslymove down into the YZ valley. Plotted
in terms of distanee along the reaction path, or reaction coordinate,
the potential energy would thus appear somewhat asshown in Fig. 47

.In the general case, as mentioned above, the potential energy
surface cannot be so easily visualized, but the transition state can be
thought of as being the con■gurationat the top of the 10Westpassbetweenthe reactantsend the products.The term activatedcomplex
is alsousedasreferring to a setof nucleiWhichhasthis con■guration

It follows from (15-23) and (15-25) that the Arrhenius actitetion

energy is either an internal energy or an enthalpy, accordlng to
whether the velocity constantsare expressedin terms of concentrat-
tions or partial pressuresrespectively.The useof concentrationsis
the moreusual.

15-7. Transition-state theory

Thetwo important theoriesof chemicalkinetics, the collisiontheory
and the transition-state theory, both depend on essentially the same
assumption. Since this is concerned with the existence of a kind ef
equilibrium in the system, even during the course of its reaction, it

is appropriate to give a short outline of one of these theories 1n the
present volume.

We commence With a discussion of the potential energy surface.
If n is the number of atomic nuclei which are involved in each elemen-
tary reaction, their positions relative to a.frame of reference could be

1‘ According to the so-called ‘adiabatic hypothesis’, which is an essential
part of the theory, it is supposed that the electrons remain in equilibrium with
the particular nuclear con■guration which occurs at a. given moment, due to
the large speed of the electronic motions relative to those of the nuclei. This
implies that there are no electronic transitions during the course of the re-action and that the whole process takes place on a. single potential energysurface.

I On meount of their vibrational energy the molecules are not to be thought
of as lying along the bottom of the valleys, but rather as being in a state of
rolling, as it were, from one side of a valley to the other.
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and is in a state of motion suchthat its representativepoint in the
3n—5-dimensionelspacecan crossthe passin the one directlon or
the other.

_ .Although it is freely used, the term ‘eomplex' Is not ■erysatis-
factory becauseit carries the implication that the reaction yessel
contains molecules of reactants, molecules of products and com-
plexes ’. Actually the transition state is the leastpopulated of any of

the con■gurationslying along the reaction co-ordinetebetweehthe
reactants in their normal states and the top of the col. This 15on
accountof the exponential factor e-EI'”.

XY+Z __. xyz —~ X+YZ

e-L:
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Reaction coordinate
Fig. 47

Another important aspectof the activated complex is that it has
no stability to small displacementsin the direction of the resction
coordinate. A normalmoleculeis ableto carry out vibrations Without
■yingapart becauseit is surroundedon all sidesby a Potentialenergy
barrier. The complex,on the other hand,hasa.potential energywhose
shapeis A in the direction perpendicularto the (:01,althoughit
has the normal shape V in all directions in con■guratmn space
which areparallel to the col. In the letter directions it cancarry out
normal vibrations, but in the former there is no restoringforceandit
■iesapart in the period of one ‘ vibration’. Provided that the top of
the passis almost ■at the movementacrossit can be regardedass
free translatory motion of the centreof massof the complex,and the
appropriate one-djmensionalpartition function canbeapplied.
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15-8. The equilibrium assumption
Let the bimoleeulercollisionprocess,whoserate weare interested

1“"b“ A+B=X+Y,
and let [a and f5} be the concentrations of activated complexes
which, at any moment, are moving across the top of the pass in the
directions from left to right and from right to left respectively of this
reaction.

The important assumptionwhich is madeis that the concentration
[—6]of complexeswhich aremoving from left to right is in equilibrium
with the reactants, and the concentration f6] of those which aremoving from right to left is in equilibrium with the products.Thus,
for a system which obeys the laws of a perfect gas mixture,

[01_—* .
———[A][B]—K,, (15 26)

[01_4— .
and

[m —
KC' (15 27)

The concentrationswill be expressedas moleculesper cm8of the
reaction space.

0n the basisof this assumptionthe reactionratesfrom left to right
and from right to left are calculatedby dividing the concentrations_. ¢—

[C] and [0] respectivelyby the time taken to go over the top of the
pass. First, however, it isneceessry to consider the assumption itself.
It is clearly sound enough when the whole reaction system is at
equilibrium, but when reaction is taking placeit is very dif■cult to
justify.1'

Somedegreeof relief may be obtained by considering,■rst of 3.11,
the somewhatanalogoussituation concerningthe effusion of a.gasthrough a.smallhole.Thesystemconsistsof a vesseldivided into two
parts by meansof a.plane well through which there is a.hole small

. comparedto the mean free path. Let the gaspressuresin the left-
end right-hand halvesof the vesselbepi and 39,.respectively, these
being equalat equilibrium. Accordingto equation (12-114)the rates

- of collisionof gasmoleculeswith unit area.of the left- and right-hand
‘ sidesof thedividingwall arep‘(21rka)‘* andp,(2nka)—§respec-tively. Then the analogous form of the equilibrium assumption is
‘ that theseexpressionsalsogive the ratesof passagefrom left to right

1' The analogous postulate in the older collision theory is the maintenance
of the Maxwellim: distribution of velocities whilst reaction is occurring.
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and from right to left through unit area of the hole. This is an example
of a rate problem answered by means of a theorem of equilibrium.

The validity of this procedureclearly dependson the diameter d
of the hole being small compared to the mean free path A. The last
collision before a molecule passesthrough the hole takes place at an
average distance from the hole which is of the order of A. The mole-
cules may therefore be thought of asbeing supplied from a hemisphere
of radius 11and whosecentreis at the hole. If the ratio d/A is small,
the solid anglesubtendedby the hole at a point on the hemisphere
is alsosmall,and thereforeonly a very small fraction of the collisions
which occur on this hemisphere actually result in a passagethrough
the hole. In short, those molecules which would have rebounded from
the wall if the hole had not been there probably make only a small 1'

contribution to the maintenance of the equilibrium distribution of
velocities and concentration. The actual loss of these molecules makes
little difference, and the rate of impact on the area of the hole is
effectivelythe sameasif either the holewereclosedor thegaspressure
were the same on the other side.

Returning to the caseof the reaction

A+B=X+ Y,

let it be supposed.that the reactants and products are at complete
equilibrium sothat the relations (15-26) and (15-27) are entirely valid.
From this equilibrium mixture it may be imagined that a quantity
of X and Y are removed through semi-permeable membranes,
thereby resulting in a stateof non—equilibriumandanoverall reaction
from left to right. At the new values of the concentrations it is assumed
that (15-26)and (15-27)continueto apply. That isto say,theenergetic
collisionsamongstthe reactants are su■cient to maintain the con-
centration [a at its equilibrium level, and similarly the collisions
amongst the products are su■cient to maintain f5] at its particular
equilibrium value.

There are two rather distinct factors which might causeerrors in
this assumption: (1) The e■'ectof complexes returning across the 001
in maintaining the equilibrium distribution. It is assumedin fact
that the concentration [(71of complexes which are travelling across =-
the col from left to right is not appreciably diminishedby the fact ~~
that a smaller number are returning from right to left than there
would beif therewerecompleteequilibrium. Errors arising from this
assumption are perhaps rather small if the activation energy per
mole is large comparedto RT, for in this casethe collisionsleading -'

to reaction are a small fraction of the total number. (2) The effect '
of the heat of reaction. In exothermic reactions, for example, the
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products of reaction at the moment of their formation have an
excessthermal energy, and this might cause an increase in the rate
of activation of the reactants.

Various aspects of the equilibrium assumption have been discussed
by Guggenheim and Weiss'f and by Polanyi.:[: Fowler§ has remarked
that the analogous assumption of a Maxwellian distribution of
velocities in dealing With viscosity and heat conduction in gasesleads
to an error of 100—200%. If the sameerror occurs in chemical kinetics
it is probably not very large compared to other uncertainties.

More reeently a number of workers [1have subjected the assumption
to a quantitative examination. In general,for reactionsin which the
activation energy is large compared to RT, it seemsunlikely that the
assumptionis seriouslyin error, exceptperhapsin highly exothermic
reactions. In such instances, as Prigogjno has shown, the ‘hot’
reaetion products may causea signi■cant increasein the rate of
activation.

' 15-9. The reaction rate
We shall considerthe rate of the reaction from left to right, the

rate of the correspondingbackward reaction being calculablein ananalogous manner.
■Using equation (15-26), together with (12-66), the concentration
[0] is obtainedasthe following function of the partition functions:

—b 95.[0]=_e—EMRT A B , .93.1% [ ][ 1 (1523)

where (25“,(6,,and (250are the molecular partition functions per unit
volnme 0f the reactants, A and B, and the complex, moving from left
to right acrossthe col, respectively. E0 is the amount by which the
zen!)energy level of the complex exceedsthat of the reactants per
mo e.

The partition functions can be approximately factorized, in the
usualway, as a product of translational, rotational and vibrational
terms. Thesedependon the co-ordinateswhich speci■ythe species
in question and, as regards the complex, one of these eo-ordinates

_ canbechosenasa short length 31yingin the direction of the reaction
1' Guggenheim and Weiss, Trans. Faraday Soc. 35 (1938), 57.I Poleny'i, Tram. Faraday Soc. 35 (1938), 75.
§ Fowler, Tram. Faraday Soc. 35 (1938), 75, 124.
|| Kramers. Phystoa, 7 (1940), 284. Zwolinsky and Eyring, J . Amer. Chem.1. Soc. 69 (1947), 2702. Hirsehfelder J Chem Ph 1 ' '_ , . . ye. 6 (194B), 22. PH 0 e

I- J. 'Phyf. Chem. 55 (1951), 765; P■gogine and thouet. Physica. 15
(1945),?)1113;

Pngegme and Men, Physiea, 16 (1950), 51.
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co-ordinate at the top of the pass (Fig. 47). (It will be shown shortly '

that the precisevalue of 6 is not important.) The top of the passbeing
almost ■at,the potential energyis almost constantover the length6 ‘
and the correspondingmotion canbetreated asa freetranslation.

One of the factors in (256is therefore the translational partition
function correspondingto one-dimensionalmotion over the distance
6‘. If m is the mass of the complex for motion in this direction, the
one-dimensionsl partition function was shown in equation (12-48)
to have the value 6

1—1(ankT■, (15-29)

or rather it is just hat)” this value, since the concentration TC] refers
to complexes moving in the one direction over the pass and this is
just half the total concentrationT of complexes which would occur
if there were complete equilibrium in the system.

If this factor is removed from (15-28) we obtain

—> 3 (35‘
_ _[a=■t2nmkmsomeEn'RTIA][B], (1530>

where ()9 is now a quasi-partition function Which does not include
the factor due to this special type of translatory motion. (25‘may be
regardedasbeing the partition function of a stable moleculehaving
onelessthan the normal number of vibrational modes—thismissing
mode corresponding, of course, to the fact that the transition complex

does not have stable vibration in the direction along the reaction
co-ordinate.

Let 5 be the average velocity of motion over the length 6. The

average time taken to traverse this length is therefore 7: 6/5. Since

there are
[a complexes in unit volume of the reaction system which

populate this length 8, and which are moving from left to right, the
correspondingreaction rate is ■/T. Thus

forward reaction rate =
[5]].5/6

S€6958'30”" [A] [B], (15-31)
a b

e
=_ 11

2h
(2wka)

end from this expression6 hasdisappeared.
It remains to obtain an estimate of the mean velocity 5, and for

this purposewe again assumefree translatory motion of the repre-
sentative point along the reaction co-ordinate. Now, according to

1' It is this total concentration, given the symbol 0, which is used in the
treatment of Glasstone. Leidler and Eyring, Theory of Rare Processes(New
York, McGraw-Hill, 1941), Chapter Iv.

,
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equation (12-99) the fraction of a.set of freely moving particles which

.
have a.component of velocity in a particular direction which lies

4-57

between 1:and v+ dv is

m 1}
m■jahr(271kT)

e dv.

The mean velocity is obtained by multiplying this fraction by v and
taking the average over 3.11fractionsi' Thus

on W

a
=f

y e—mu’lzkr
dv/f

e—ew'fzhi'dz:
0 a
2k 1}=(w—,:)

- (15-32)

Combining this result With (15-31) We■nally obtain
1

forward reaction rate:
£1: ¢

e‘Eo’RTfA][B]. (15-33)h ¢a515a
A similar expressionmay be readily obtained for the backward

reaction rate, based on equation (15-27).,and it is easily veri■ed, by
using expressionssuch as (12-66),that the forward and backward
rates are equal at equilibrium.

The important result (15-33) shows, in the ■rst place, that the
reactionrate from left to right of the bimoleculargasreaction

A+B=X+Y

is proportional to the product of the concentrations [A][B]. The
theory thus provides an interpretation of the empirical law of mass
actionwhichwasdiscussedin §15-3.Secondlythe bimolecularvelocity
constant k is shown to have the value

_kT e:
'1me” (15-34)

Thevelocity would thus be calculableif suf■cientwereknown about
the complex and about the potential energy surface which determines
the value of E0.

The quantity kT/h in the aboveequationhasthe dimensionsof a.frequencyandits valueat roomtemperatureis about0.6x 10“ secfl.
The rate constant asgiven by (15-34) is, of course, in terms of molecules
and not moles.

1' Or rather over all fractions which correspond to the com lex m' g‘ es mefrom left to nght and not from right to left. For this
reasonpthe

integrals
are from 0 to co. corresponding to positive values of u only.
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Equation (15-34) is often expressed in the form

k=k—:K*,
(15-35)

whereK‘ is a kind of equilibrium constant. However, it is not the "

same as the equilibrium constant, denoted Kc in equation (15%),
end this is because the factor (15-29) has been removed from the
complete partition function of the complex. The relation between

them is readily shownfrom the precedingequationsto be

E=K-(kaY9.
(15-36)2 h

It remains to obtain a relation between Ea, the Arrhenius active— '

tion energy, and some characteristic of the complex. By taking :
logarithms of (15-35)and (15-36)and di■'erentietingWith respectto

’temperature, we obtain
d 1n1:: 1 d In K ‘
ci—Tzi■+dT ’

@_M+ 1_dT ‘ dT 2'1"
Therefore,by eliminating K" betweentheseequations,

dlnk dlnE 1
—=— —. 15-39dT dT +2T ( ’

(15-38)

Now the term on the left-hend sidede■nesthe Arrhenius activation
,

energyby equation (15-21).The ■rst term on the right-hand sideis

relatedto E], the increasein internal energyon forming the complex
from the reactants, by the standard thermodynamic relation (4-37).
Hence

Ea A_I}
+

l
—2=“'”2 ■v-RT RT

(1540)
—> RT

01'
EG=AU+-*2—-.

This equation") therefore gives a. theoretical interpretation to the

experimental quantity Ea.
_._ .It is to be noted that neither Ea nor AU are necessarilyequal to

E0,which appearsin (15-34),on accountof the tempereture-depend-

1’ El is the same as A13t of Glaeetone, Laidler and Eyring. However, ,
' ' ' ' ’ ha ter 4 by a. factor

a uetnon (15-40) differs from their equation (167) m C p
_

■lT.
These authors seem to have neglected that K3 does not heve quite the

same temperature dependenceas a normal concentration equthbnum constant

on account of the presence of T. in equation (15-36) above.

(1537).
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enee of the partition functions. 01: the other hand, the difference
betweenthesethree quantities is probably not very large.

In so far as the quantity denotedK‘kabovemay be regardedes
an equilibrium constant (although not in the same senseas

K), it
may be related to a.‘etandard’ free energychangeAG‘t

—RT111K*=AG*. (15-41)
Thus equation (1535) becomes

k=¥e-A0‘IRT
(1542)

or in terms of entropy and enthalpy factors,
wgem■e—M‘IRT.

{15-43)
However, in view of the remarks following equation (15-35), it will
be clear that AG‘, AH’ and AS‘ do not refer to the same kind of
standard state for the complex asin anordinary reaction. Nevertheless,
the useof thesequantities,particularly AS‘, hasbeenof valuein the
understandingof kinetics.

Theaboveoutline of the transition-statetheory hasbeenprimarily
concerned with bimoleculer collision processesin perfect gasreactions
for which (15-26) and (15-27)are correct thermodynamic expressions
for the assumedequilibrium. For reactionsin solution theseshould
bereplacedby [51’

yo =_"
.

[AHBJymK’ “544)
[40—]

yo *—
d __H_= .”1 [X][Y]yxyy “545’

where the y’s are appropriate activity coef■cients. Provided that the
other assumptionsof the theory continue to hold good, the appro-
priate form of equation (15-33) for the forward reaction rate now
oonteine the factor yA yB/yc on the right-hend side. Similarly, the
backwardreactionrate containsthefactoryx yy/yc. Theseexpressions
are of the sameform as thosewhich occur in equation (15-16).The
quantity [3 may therefore be interpreted as the reciprocal of the
activity coef■cientof the activated complex.

For further discussion of the transition-state theory, and in
particular the introduction into the above equationsof the rather
problematic ‘trenemjssioneoe■icient',the readeris referred to the
literature.1'

1' For example Glasstone. Laidler and Eyring, The Theory of Rate Praeuau
(New York, McGraw-Hill, 1941) and Fowler and Guggenheim, Statiatical
Thermodynamic; (Cambridge. 1949). For a discussion of the themodynamiee
of the ectivited state seeGuggenheim. Trans. Faraday Soc. 33 (1937). 607.
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APPENDIX

ANSWERS T0 PROBLEMS

AND COMMENTS

CHAPTER 1

2. (a) 3060 J mol‘1;(b)3100 J mol".

5. (a) —6.3; (b)+7.0; (9)+0.7J K-1.

6. (a) for 80 °C. +5.39 and —4 .44 J K“1 mol‘l.

(b) fer120 <’C,+8.51 and —7.81 J K*1 mol—l.

8. Note that it is not necessary to assume that cV or y is constant.

Along the reversible ediabatiee we have
—k0dV

dU=-pdV=
V ,

_dU_—de
'9" V '

Since U is a.function of 6 only, the left-hend side of this equation is also
dV . . .

a function only of 0. Hence V is the same for any reverSIble adiabatic

between the samepair of isothermale 01end 6,.

11. (a) -20.7 J K—1 molgl; (b) +21.5J K’lmoi‘l.

The ■rst result is obtained by considering the reversible path

—10 °C~>0 °C—>—10 °C for the transformation wateraiee. The second

result is obtained by ■rst calculating the heat given to the environment

in the spontaneous freezing at ——10°C. This heat is 5656 J mol‘1 and

the corresponding entropy change of the environment is

5656,1263.15:21.5 J K—1mol".

(The student should be quite con■dent about this question before

proceeding further.)

12. 55 °C.

The steam is compressedunder conditions of approximately constant
e steam (which is

‘wet’), showing that its volume diminishes t0 3.93ft5 and therefore the

volume of air admitted ie 6.07 ft”. Also carry out an internal energy

balanceon the steam and thus calculate the work done on the steam by

the air. Finally. carry outven internal energy balance on the air which in

entropy. Hence carry out an entropy balance on th

admitted:

AU = (work done on admitted air by air in supply main)

—(work done on steam).
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Assuming that the air is a perfect gas, AU=M7(£—15), where n is the
number of mole of: air in 6.07 ft” at t °C. Hence solve for n and ■nell
for t. The result 13 rather sensitive to the accuracy with whi h

thy

calculation is carried out but should be 50430 °C
0 e

13. For the process materials the energy balance is

AU=q—qo—poav, (1:
where q" is heat loss to the environment. The second law can be expressed

AS+AS, + A80: 0',
WhereA85and A3.)are the entropy chain 3 of the ete '
ment respectively and a'2 0. Hence

g8 m and the BDVUOD-

9 90AS—— —-=T5+■ 0'. (2)

Eliminate :10between ( I ) end (2) and consider the special casewhere a = 0

Cmuwrmn. 2

1. AS: 131J K‘1 mol‘1;AU:47.7 kJ mol‘1;AH=5l.7kJmol‘1.

2. The initial and ■nal states of the rec ess d
to the same temperature.

P 911019601by A must refer

3. AGt—103AkJ mol‘l' AH— 95
, —— .0 kJ “- = —

mol“; heat abeorbed=TAS=8.4 kJ mol".
[1101

'
AS 23 J K 1

4. Since U is extensive it is pro 'portional to V and th =
u: f (T ). For the particuler system the equation (2-76)

113U V■T) 01'

(3—3,=T(§—”),-n
can be rewritten u =

Edi
_.

E
3 dT 3

since 30= u/3. Hence 4a.:
Td—u

dT'

and integrating u = mT‘,

where a is an inte et' ' ' ' ' ‘
from

gr 10Dconstant. Similarly .915obtained by integration

dU=TdS—pdV.

5. Note that the gas is not perfect. but it can be proved that c, —cV=R
by epplicetion of (2-91). For whet molecular reasonmight a gasobeying
the equation p_(v—b)=RT be expected to behave like a.perfect gas in
regard to the difference of heat capacities?


